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P5823
Cooper Tablet Messenger 
Made with supple, yet durable, heavy gauge 
Dura Hyde, this super-sleek tablet messen-
ger features a flap-over closure with magnet 
to keep contents neatly secured. Beneath the 
flap, there’s a front zipper pocket, pen loops 
and organizer for phone, wallet, keys, etc. 
The main zip compartment boasts a padded 
sleeve for your tablet along with a zipper 
pocket to safely store incidentals. A striking, 
striped two-tone shoulder strap that compli-
ments the modern metallic zipper complete 
this stylish messenger.
Size:  9 ½”W x 12”H x 4 ½”D  
Colors:  Black 
(1P3R) 48 49-144 145-400 401-800
Imprint 33.36 26.87 25.29 24.83
Deboss 36.00 28.78 27.50 26.08

P5823

P5825
Cooper Tote
Two striking stripes down the front bring out the crisp, clean lines and modern 
essence of this stunning tote. Made of supple, heavy gauge Dura Hyde, its luxe 
leather look is sure to turn heads. The spacious main compartment features an 
iPad pocket piggy-backed on a 14.8” padded laptop sleeve. Additionally, there are 
pen loops, a zip pocket for incidentals, and open pockets for keys or phones. Dual 
rope handles, detachable striped shoulder strap and metallic zip closure complete 
this stunning tote.
Size:  18”W x 14”H x 7”D
Colors:  Black, Red
(1P3R) 36 37-120 121-300 301-600
Imprint 49.70 39.93 38.50 36.92 
Deboss 54.00 42.97 40.83 38.92

P5825

P5826
Cooper Duffel 
Striking, two-tone stripes compliment the crisp, clean lines of this modern 
duffel. Done in supple, heavy gauge Dura Hyde, its sleek, minimalist design 
has massive appeal while still preserving the integrity of its form and function. 
A hidden zip pocket in front neatly stores travel documents, and a zip pocket 
inside the main compartment secures valuables. Four metal feet at the bottom 
to protect the bag from excess wear and tear. A strap loop in the back allows 
the duffle to fit securely over a luggage handle, while dual soft rope handles 
and a detachable shoulder strap finish this dynamic duffel.   
Size:  21”W x 11 ½”H x 12”D
Colors:  Black, Red
(1P3R) 24 25-72 73-240 241-480
Imprint 66.40 53.40 51.33 49.00
Deboss 72.00 56.73 54.17 51.33

P5826
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P5820
Cooper Cosmetic Case
Made of supple, heavy gauge Dura Hyde, the 
luxe metallic silver zipper and crisp, cleans lines 
of the two-tone stripes accent the modern look 
of this stylish case. The U-shaped zipper unzips 
all the way for easy access to all your toiletries. 
Inside, a small elastic loop holds a toothbrush, 
and three elastic mesh pockets secure sham-
poo, perfume, creams, etc. A zip pocket inside 
the top flap allows space for other small items. 
Easy carry handle on the top.
Size:  9”W x 9”H x 4 ½”D
Colors:  Black, Red
(1P3R) 48 49-144 145-400 401-800
Imprint 22.96 18.46 17.79 17.03
Deboss 25.60 20.13 19.13 18.12

P5820

P5828
Cooper Computer Brief
Supple, heavy gauge dura hyde, accented with a two-tone stripe in front gives this a modern, 
minimalist look with maximum impact. Loaded with features, it boasts a zip compartment 
with organizers inside for pens, cards, and other business accessories. The spacious middle 
compartment is spacious enough for all your files and documents, and has three open pockets 
for further organization. The back compartment features a TSA friendly 15.4” laptop sleeve & 
a piggy-backed iPad sleeve. On the back, a clever strap allows it to fit securely over a telescop-
ing luggage handle. The case is finished with dual handles, and a detachable shoulder strap for 
the ultimate in comfort and style.
Size:  16”W  x 12”H x 6”D
Colors:  Black
(1P3R) 24 25-72 73-240 241-480
Imprint 58.40 46.93 45.08 43.00
Deboss 64.00 50.27 47.92 45.33

P5828
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